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The world was engulfed by darkness, and civilization was lost. When a great storm rained down on the land, gods and demigods manifested themselves from within the chaos, accepting the responsibility of mending the world. They created the world’s three main races, using the power of balance to decide the order of fate. However, a fateful encounter
ended up shattering this world, and was sealed with the formation of an infinite ring of darkness in the Lands Between. Seven years have passed since then. The Ring of the Lands Between, shattered into three parts, is now sealed with three individuals, who hold the power of each race as one representative, and are called Elden Lords. With the three Elden
Lords, the Lands Between are sealed off, but an endless flow of adventurers is beginning to take form. The adventurers will gradually piece together the scattered remnants of the past as they seek Elden Lords, and hope to reach the center of the Lands Between. However, their search will become much easier once they learn about the three races of the
world… FEATURES Online World – Enjoy an original fantasy action RPG with an open world while playing with others Diverse Characters – With hundreds of characters available, you can freely develop your character and create an original fantasy hero. Lands Between – Visit and explore the Lands Between that is connected with a vast world. Online
Exploration – Enjoy seamless world-hopping while taking on the formidable threat of the common enemies with others Collect All – Except for the main quest, you can enjoy an abundant amount of side-quests to collect crafting materials, equipment, quests, and items. Character Customization – With a variety of slots for customization, equip items that best
suit your play style Emergent Gameplay – Enjoy the dynamic environment with unique events that affect the world and its cast FEATURES Online World – Enjoy an original fantasy action RPG with an open world while playing with others Diverse Characters – With hundreds of characters available, you can freely develop your character and create an original
fantasy hero. Lands Between – Visit and explore the Lands Between that is connected with a vast world. Online Exploration – Enjoy seamless world-hopping while taking on the formidable threat of the common enemies with others Collect All – Except for the main quest, you can enjoy an abundant amount of side-quests to collect crafting materials, equipment,
quests, and items.

Features Key:
Defeat the Asura Warlord who wants to extinguish your lineage
Become an Elden Lord with a custom appearance and plenty of weapons and armor items
Complete an exciting story where events unfold in the Land Between
A vast world full of detailed and complex geography
A world full of exciting dungeons and combat
An upgrade system where you can infinitely change your character
An action battle system
Cycle and return support

Escape Reality

Escape Reality is a free dungeon RPG created by the developers of Lost Ark and is expected to be released on Nintendo 3DS in Japan. More details can be found on the game's official website:
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This adaption of Asura Wars is interesting, but I understand why it may not survive the test of time.

It's simple yet addictive. And enough content makes it feel like more than an automator. Easily recommended and one of the best battles of the year. Sooo addictive!
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